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Energy Action appoints Chief Technology Officer to accelerate digital
growth strategy
Energy Action (ASX: EAX) has strengthened its senior management team, appointing Clint Irving to the newly
created role of Chief Technology Officer (CTO). Clint will be responsible for driving the Company’s strategy to
develop scalable, platform-based technology solutions for energy contract management.
As Energy Action’s CTO, Mr Irving will lead the Company’s technology team that focuses on software
development and IT operations. This includes expediting the delivery of Energy Action’s technology roadmap,
integrating existing applications into a cohesive source-to-pay energy contract management platform
encompassing energy data, procurement, accounts payable automation, analytics, and works management.
Mr Irving joins Energy Action from internet of things (IOT) based power retailer, Pooled Energy, where he
spent seven years, most recently as Technology Chief. Prior to that, he held the position of senior software
engineer with multi-national conglomerate, Honeywell, focusing on building enterprise-grade IT systems.
Chief Executive Officer, John Huggart, said: “Securing a Chief Technology Officer of Clint’s calibre is a coup for
Energy Action, particularly given his proven leadership capability and deep technical experience.”
“Clint’s expertise in software development and energy markets will help us deliver platform-based technology
solutions that provide operational scale while satisfying clients’ evolving energy needs. Alongside this goal,
we will also continue to leverage our strong cashflow position to invest in our core procurement and energy
management products.”
Incoming Chief Technology Officer, Clint Irving, said: “I’m truly passionate about meeting the growing demand
for smart energy technology and building highly performant and massively scalable software engineering
solutions. Energy Action is perfectly placed to re-imagine the B2B energy market and play a significant role in
the technology revolution that is underway in the sector.”
Chairman, Murray Bleach, added: “Clint brings a fresh focus on creative thinking and technology innovation
that will complement the existing management team, and his appointment heralds the next phase of creating
value for Energy Action’s customers and shareholders.”
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About Energy Action
Energy Action is a leading provider of innovative Energy Procurement, Contract Management & Environmental Reporting, and
Advisory Services. As the energy market experts, we are committed to bringing innovation to energy management technology and
services, enabling our people to deliver positive environmental and financial outcomes for our clients through the best relationship
management, analytics and data integrity. We are authorised to provide financial product advice on electricity derivatives to
wholesale clients under the Corporations Act AFSL no. 362843.
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